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SICNALINC AND FORWARD INDUCTION IN A MARKET ENTRY CONTEXT

Eric van Dammet

Abstract: Recent developmenta ia aoncooperative game theory (especially those dealing with

information tranamiasion and equilibrium refinements) are illualrated by means of variations on a

simple market entry game.

1 Introduction

During the laat decade there 6a' been a tremeodous increase in the use o[game theoretic modeling

and methodology io the social sciences, especially in economics, sccompanied by a considerable

progress in the development of the theory itsel[. My aim in this paper is to illustrate some of these

recent devebpmenta and to show why they were aecessary for lhe applications to be successful.

Emphasia will be oa the intuitive ideas, not on the formal concepts. For a deecription o[ the latter,

the reader may turn to VAN DAMME (1987).

The two areas in economica lhat have probably profited most from adopting game theoretic

modcls are 'industrial organizatioo' and `the economia of information'. In lhe present paper we

consider variationa on a simple market entry game. This example is choaeo to allow illustration

of some of the basic issues in these areas, as well u of lhe game theoretic problems involved.

In Section 2, the most aimple variant o[ this game is considered (Fig. 1). The game o[ Fig. I

is one of per[ect informalion and illustrates the difference between Naaó equilibria and subgame

perfect equilibria. In Section 3 modifications o( the gsme are introduced that have incomplete

information. The examplea in thia section illustrate the notion of sequential equilibrium, as well

as wlty it ia oecessary to refine lhia wncept. Varioua such rcfinenxnla are brielly discuased.

The games considered in Section 9 are eo called aignaling games. They have the following

structure: There are two players, one informed and one unin[ormed; the iaformed party moves

first and ita action is observed by tbe uninformed; the unin[ormed draws inferencea about which

~CentER for Economic Reseurh, Tilburs Usiversitr, The Netherlsnds.
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intormation the other baa and then taka an action; the payof[s to boló playas depwd on the

actions taken and on the intormation. The essential question is how much in(otmation will be

revoalod in oquilibrium. Typically, however. lhere exist multipk equilibria, both pooliag ooes (no

infonrutioa transfer) as well as separating ones (full intorrttation revelation) and óybrids (part

of the information is revealed). More refined equilibrium notioas try to upture the ides, called

Forward laduction, that tbe uniatormed party should realite that the other will reveal only that

information that is profitable lo him. Sxtioa 3 makes this idea more preciae.

It should be clear that examplea o! signaling gama abound. Let us just mention a tew: (i)

Finance (buying back sharea signsls that they are undervalued), (ii) Macroeconomia (Mrs T.

wants to aignal that ahe is really tough on inllation), (iii) InteUigenoe (how to show that you are

not a double spy?), (iv) Accounting (You know you chealed but the tax inspector does not), (v)

Advertising (a more exlended warranty aignals higher quality), (vi) Bargaining (how to show your

strength?) and (vii) Politio (how can Mr Krenz show that 6e ia ~different" from Mr Honecker?,

Is tlre opening of the Dcrlin Wall together with displaying the luxurics of Wandlitz enough to

establish credibility? Hence, the question o( óow to solve these gamea ie of some importance. (It

is worthwhile to note that signaling games were firat studied in SPENCE (1973).)

In Section 4 we turn to the case where the private in[ormatioa Lhat a player óas is not exoge-

nously determined, but rather concetns what he will do in the [uture. It is ahown that the idea of

Forward lnduction may increase the predictive power of game theory also in this case. Section S

considers an even more elaborate model in which there is simultaneous signaling of private in[or-

mation about the past (i.e. the type) and the future (i.e. the actions). The model o[ that Section,

although relatively simple, is a prototype of the so called'reputalion' models in macro-economics,

i.e. how, in repcated context, one can get a reputalion for being tough (or for beíng cooperalive).

Again Forward Induction is an esscntial element when trying to interpret aignala.

Thc paper emphasizca the underlying idcas ralher than the (ormalities. The discussion will
make ckar that many important problems in the area are atill open, and aorne opcn problems are
rncntioncd in the text. It ia hoped that the malerial signals that thia is a very chalknging area to
work in.

2 Market Entry: Complete Information

Consider a market in whicó 2 firma (firm I and finn 1[) contemplate entry. The market, however,
is a natural munopoly. If one firm entera, it makes a profit (say o( 1 unit), but it both firms enler,
cach rnakes a loss (say of a units each). 1[ a firm stays out, it has zero profit. Let us first assume
that finn I Iras detected the potential profilability of this nurket firat. Hence, firm 1 makea ils
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entry decision firat and is committed to this choice. Firm II decidn upon entry after firm I and

being fully informed about firm I's choice. The siluation may be modeled by the extensíve form

game trom Figure 1

Figure l

The solution of the game is [ound by slraight[orward bukwud induction ( dynamic program-

ming): Firm II will choose OUT when I has choaen IN (having 0 is bettet than losing a) and II

will choose IN when I óas chosen OUT. Knowing this it ia optimal for player I to choose IN. The

outcome is thst firm I uptures the market and that Il atays out.

Uaing game theoretic terminology, one uys that the above solutioo is the subgame per[ect

equilibrium of the game (SEGTEN ( 1965)). This solution is slso a Nasó equilibrium but there

exist other Nash equilibria as well. A second Nash equilibrium is the strategy pair where firm 1

chooses OUT and II decides to go IN irrespective o! what [ óas done. The reason thaL this pair

is a Nash equilibrium is that II's threat (to play IN a[ter I ha choaen 1N) does not have to be

executed when it is believed by 1. Basiully the Nuh ooncept only requires that playen behave

optimaUy on the equilibrium path; since only ex ante ezpected payof[s matter for thts concept,

events oR the equilibrium path are irrelevanl as they have probability uro. However, in games,

probabilities are endogenoualy determined, hence, an event to which one assigns uro probability

ex ante docs matter since during the game one may find out that it has happened a[ter all. ln

the game o[ Figure 1, even if ll expects I lo choox OUT, he may observe I choosing IN and in

that case II optimally chooaes OUT: The threat to play IN in that event is incredible. Selten's

concept of subgame per[ectness strengthena Nash's notion in that it requird ex post optimality at

cvcry decision point rather than ex ante optimality. By now there is almost unanimoua agreemcnt

among game thcorists that those Nash equilibris that are not aubgame per[ect do not make sense.

Gvcn though [or games o[ pcrfect information the aotion o[ ex post optimality is easy to define

(one simply assumes that no matter what has happened in the past, playen will behave rationally

in the future', hence one obtains the standard dynamic programming procedure), things become

~ IiINMORE (1987) aad Mhen óave pánted out lbe bsicsl dilGcultia á tàiu proeedure.
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much more intricate when in[ormatioa is imper[ect or iacomplete. The KREPS AND WILSON

(1982) notion o[ aequential equilibrium (which is closely related to SELTEN's (1975) putectaew

concept) can be seea ss sn attempt to extead the dynamic programming reaaoaiag to this class

o[ games. The basic idea is that at eacá deusion point a playa coastructs beliefs about what has

happened in the past and then optimizea against the~e beliets. Oae aatucally requires that belie[s

are Baye~ coasisteat witó the strategies that ue played aad that they are coasistenl auoss time

and acroa playen. The exampla trom Section 3 illwtrate the sequential equilibrium concept as

wel) aa the need to refine it.

3 Market Entry: Incomplete Information

Consider the muket entry situation discussed in the previow section but aow assume lhat if both

firms enter the outcome is determined by a battle, the wianer ot whicó is the financially strongest

firm. There are two poasibilities: Firm I is either strong (ia which case it wins the battle) or

weak (and then it loosea). Assume lhat the loosing firm loosea a, that firm II makes an overall

profit of b if it drives the weak firm I out o[ the market and that firm I loosa s(which may be

positive or negative) when it wins the battle [rom firm Il. Assume thst firm 1 kaows which case

prevaib but that II only knows that I is strong with probability 1- t and weak wiló probability

t. (t small but positive.) Assume also that these belie[s ue comrnoa kaowledge. Again firm I

mova first and firm I's choice is obxrvable. Nole that the essential assumption is that the market

may be profilable for ll even as a duopoly, but that there is only a very amall probability that

this is the case. The game now has onasided incomplete in[ormalion; it may be represented by a

tree in which first nature determines which firm is superior, then firm 1(having thia informalion)

moves and finally firm 11 (knowing oaly what I has done) chooses between IN and OUT. Note

that firm 1's action may signal ita information. Such a game is there[ore called a signaling game.

A bimatrix representation o[ the game is given in Figure 2. (The left matrix describes the payoQs

if 1 is superior (- strong), lhe right one the payolfa ií I is o[ lhe weak type; I knowa wl~ich matrix

he is playing but II dces not.)

IN
OUT

IN
-I, -a

0,1
s (prob 1 - E)

OUT
I,0
0,0

IN
OUT

Figure 2

1N OUT

-a, b

0,1
1,0

0,0
w (prob c)

1'he game is ea,y to solve i( s is negative. In this case it is a dominant strategy for the atrong firm
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1 to entu. Firm 1[ knows lhis and asxsxs a probability of st least 1- t that it will loox a i[ it

enters sv well. Ilence, i[ t is small, firm lI will choox to stay OUT after I óas gone IN. The weak

firm I, knowing this, also choose~ IN. Hence, the prexnce ot the strong firm I provides a positive

externality for the weak type of this firm. In the incomplete in[ormation game, the weak type has

payoff one whereas its payo(i would be zero it il were commoa knowledge that it were weak.

Thinga become more interesting i[ z~ 0. Intuitivdy one would argue that, it t is small, the

solution should not be mucó dif[erent trom the one where it is commoo knowledge that firm 1 ia

strong (t - 0). The latter was derived in the prcviow section: The strong firm 1 chooses IN and

after this choice 11 decides to remain OUT (which again enables to weak firm I to also enter).

lndeed i[ t c a~(a.} 6) there exists a sequential equilibrium in which firm I chooses !N irreapective

of its type and II chooses OUT a[ler IN. (Such aa equilibrium in which the ution o[ the informed

party does not reveal any information about its type is uid to be a pooling equilibrium.) Howevu,

paradoxical a, it may seem, there exists s secoad pooling equilibrium and in this equilibrium, the

outcome is completely diRerent from the outcome derived in the previous section. [n the aecond

equilibrium, firm 1 chooses OUT irrespective of its type and firm Il chooees IN irrespective o[

what I does, hence, lI capturea the market. Note that given this strategy of il, the behavior o[ I

is indced optima! (by going IN I always looses w it is better to etay OUT), and it is clearly also

optimal [or 11 to go IN when I stayed OUT. The question is whethu II's threat to go IN also when

I goes IN is credible. (Note that, in the equilibrium the threat does not have to be urried out, [

never choosea IN.) According to the sequentíal equilibrium wncepl, this threat is credible: 1[ fI

observes thst I haa chosen IN, 11 may believe that firm I is ot the weak type (beliefs are arbitrary

since f3ayes' rule does not apply olf the equilibrium path) and, it fitm I is actually weak, it is ex

post optimal to go IN as well. We see that, in games of imperfect information, the qucstioa of

wl~ich threats (actions) are credible amouats to asking which belie[s are credible, since actions can

be ~nade credible (i.e. ex post optimal io a IIayesiaa senx) by adopting incredible beliefs.

The problem o[ óow to dcfine credíbk beliefs óas drawn a lot o[ atteation [rom game theorista

since il was first formulated in KREPS AND WILSON (1982). Various (ormalizations have been

proposed snd lack of space preventa a detailed discussioa here (see VAN DAMME (1987, Ch. 10)),

but tl~e main ideas may be sketched briefly (also see CHO AND KREPS (1987)). The central

lheme is that of Forward Induction, i.e. the queation o[ when one observes something unexpected,

then what should oae deduce [rom the past and what should one infer [or the tuture? The simplest

tormulation of this idea is due to David Kreps and is known as "the intuitive criterion". It amounts

to saying that one should not believe that one is dealing with a type that cannot beaefit at all

by choosing the unexpected action. Tbe criterion is quite weak, hence, [requently, it is not very

helpful. This is also the cax in the game o[ Fig. 2(botó the strong and weak type of firm I
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benefit from choosing IN i[ this leads to 11 ataying OUT), hence, we will not discuss it turther.

A mucó more stronger (and more coatroversial) concept requires that one believea one deab

with those types that most easily gain [rom the defection. Formally, this notion requires `indepen-

dence o[ never weak best responses" ( INWBR), it is implied by the concept ot stable equilibrium

advanced ia KOIILBERG AND MERTENS ( 1986). Consider, iu lhe game ot Fig. 2, the pooling

equilibrium where botb types of I cltoose OUT. To prevent the stroag type to deviate to IN, 8rm

II should after IN go IN as well witó a probability p satistying

-xptl-pc0

Similarly, to force the weak type to choose OUT, we should óave

-ap t 1- p L 0 (3.2)

If x G a only the first constraint is binding, hence, the strong type is more inclined lo deviate.

In this case, INWBR requires that, after IN, firm 11 believes it is dealing wiló the atrong firm I,

hence, it should stay OUT. But i[ II stays OUT, I moves IN. Hence, if x G a only the pooling

equilibrium where firm 1 goes 1N and 11 stays OUT satisfies INWBR. ( It indoed salisfies this

requirement; more generally, Kohlberg and Mertens have showa that there always exists a stable

equilibrium oulcome.)

If s? a, condition (~.2) is binding and according to INWBR, the belie[ that one [aces lhe

weak type if 1 unexpecledly chooses IN is credible. In facl, the pooling equilibrium in which both

types of I choose OUT is stable ( in the sense of Kohlberg and Mertena) if s~ a. (lt should be

noted lhat also the'intuitive outcorne' is stable and that there exists a third equilibrium (in which

the strong type randomizes the weak type chooscs IN, aad fI goes IN after IN with probability

p- 1~(l t x)), that is stable as well.) There exist refined equilibrium notions that exclude lhose

eyuilibria where firm I does not pool al 1N (see OKUNO-FUJIWARA AND POSTLEWAII'E

( I9S7) for example) but none of these is entirely satisfactory. All these concepts are based on tlre

idca tlrat, since it is in the intcrest of the types of firm I to pool at 1N they will do so, hence,

these concepta assume that different types of a player can cooperate to a certain exlent (allhough

they are not physically present at the same point in time) and they assume away coordiuation

problems. Ilence, the state of the art is that current refined noncooperative equilibriwn concepts

do nut succeed in reducing the game o( Fig. 2 to what ( at first) seems the unique plausible
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outcome. Apparenlly some work remains to be done. To wnclude thia aection, le! us however

remark that thcre exista an entirely different lheory ( via. that of HARSANYI AND SELTEN

(1988)) that doea not iocorporate the ides of forward induction, but that producea the'plauaible'

outcome in the game of Fig. 2. Thia theory ia baacd on uniform perturbationa, i.e. on paaaive

updating, henu, whenever something uoexpected happena one doea not deduce anything but

rather one asaumea that the ex ante probabilitiea are atill valid. Therefore, if e C a~(a f 6), 11 will

respond to an unexpected iN with OUT and tbe 2 typea of firm I can aafely chooae 1N.

4 Advertising and Repetition

Gct ua rcturn to the simple model o[ Section 2 but let ua now asaume that firma make their entry

deciaion simultaneously, i.e. firm II cannot condition ite behaviot on what I haa done. The bima-

trix representation ie given in Figure 3.

1N
OUT

IN
-a, -a

O,l

OUT
1,0

0, 0
Figure 3

The game of Fig. 3 haa three Naah equilibria, viz. (IN, OUT), (OUT, IN) and an equilibrium in

which each firm randomizee, choosing 1N with probability 1~(1 t a). The latter equilibrium yielda

an expected payoff of zero for both firma.

Now Iet ua introduce an aaymmetry by asauming that, before making the entry deciaion, firm 1

(and firm I only) can atart an advertiaing campaign. For eimplicity (but without loaa of generality)

asaume that the intenaity o( advertiaing ia not a choice variable, firm I ju~t choosea whether or no!

to advertise. Finally, asaume that advcrtiaing coata c with 0 G e G 1 and that firm 11 can obaerve

whethcr 1 advertisea or not. The question is whether firm I advertiaea and which firm will enler

the market.

Uaing Forward Induction, the rcaaoning of firm II runa aa followe. Firm 1 can guarantee itself

a payoff of zero by not advertising and ataying OUT. If firm [ advertisea, i(i.e. firm II) should

conclude that it goea IN for olherwise it will simply óave incurred sn unneceasary losa of e.

Hence, if firm I advertiaea, I(i.e. firm II) should etay OUT. Firm II, therefore, concludes that,

by advertiaing, firm I guarantoca itaelf a payoR of 1- e 1 0. However, then taking the atgument

one atep [urthec, firm II ahould conclude that firm 1 will alao go IN evrn if it doea not advertise.

Namcly, ataying OUT only yields zero so thal I would have foregone a eure payo}f o[ 1- c. Hence,

11 concludea that I chooaea IN irrespective of whether il advertiaes or not, hence 11 staya OUT in
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both circumstances. Firm l, mimicking the above reasoning, concludes that there is oo need lo

advertix and chooses IN.

The astule readet will have noted thal the above Forward lnduction argument amounts to

notlting elx than elimination of weakly dominated atrategie~ in the normal torm o[ the game.

Indeed there ia a link between tlte 2 concepts (see KOHLBERG AND MERTENS ( 1986) and

VAN DAMME ( 1989)), Forward Induction genetally iu more rmtrictive, however~.

The latter claim may be illustrated by comidering the game ia which, betore making the eotry

deciaion, the 2 firms simultaneoualy decide whether to advertise or not. ( Hence, also fitm 11 now

haa the possibility to advertix, and w.l.o.g. we may assume tbat its advertising costs ate also e.)

Assume that belore making the entry decisioa, it is common knowledge which firms advertised.

Tlte normal torm o! this game is an 8 x 8 bimatrix game and by eliminating dominated strate-

gies it cannot be reduced that rnuch. i lowever, Forwud Induction atill allows to elíminate many

eyuilibria and Icads to the conclusion that, in any `rensibk' equilibrium both firma must advertix

with positive probability. Namely, consider a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome in which no

firm advcrtises. (The ones where oaly one firm adverlises are disposed of just as easily.) Thcre

are jusl three of these: Aftec the fint slage players continue with one ot the equilibria from the

bimatrix o[ Fig. 3. Suppox they continue witó (IN, OUT). Thea II's payolf ia equilibrium ia

zero. Dy advertising in the first atage, firm 11 may credibly signal that it will choose IN rather

tlian OUT in the second stage ( advertiaing [ollowed by OUT leads to a sure loss, followed by IN it

tnay give a profit if 1- c), hence firm I has to give in. The olher possibilities are eliminated by a

similar argument. ( If players intended to randomize at stage 2, then eacó firm can credibly signal

that only it should be IN by advertising.) Hence, advertising must occur. It can be checked that

lhere exista exactly one symmetric equilíbrium outcome that unnot be eliminated by Forward

Induction ( i.e. that is stable): In tlte first stage, eacó firm advertisea with probabilily 1- c, if it

happens lhat only firm advcrtises then this firrn uptures the market at stage 2, othcrwise firms

play tl~e inixed equilibriutn from Fig. 3 at stage 2. The expected payoRs in this equilibrium are

zcro, hence, advertising is purely dissipative.

Let us return to the basic game from Fig. 3 without advertising. Assunte that this game
is repeatcd twice, with firms having full information about the outcome at atage 1 when they
n~akc tf~eir sccond entry dccision. Also assume 0 G a c 1. The 2-stage game has many subgame

pcrfect equilibrium outcomcs o( which some may be eliminated by Forward Induction. Considec,
~In the literaturc une may find vuiow definiliow that try to capture the inWítioo of Fwward laductwn, hut

none is completely uti.factory (aee VAN DAMME ( 1989)). lo whal folbws, we ~ill iadentify Forward loductioo
witA the IN W pli cnterioo de~crit,ed in Sectioa J.
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for ezample, the outcome in which (IN, OUT) ia played in both perioda. Firm 1I has a payoB

zero in thia equilibrium, hence, if 11 devistd to IN in lhe first period (thereby incurring a cost

a) it credibly signals that it will ehoose IN also ia the second period aince this ia the only way

by meana of whicó lI wn recoup the coat. Firm 1 realizea this and indeed staya OUT in period

2, thereby enabling II to make and overall profit of 1- a. (Formally, the outcome in which

(IN, OUT) is played twice doea aot aatísfy INWBR in the normal [orm o[ the 2-period game.)

Similarly the outcome in which only firm lI is 1N in botó periods doea aot aatisfy INWBR, nor

does an outcome in which first one firm is IN and then lhere is randomization in the second period.

Of the outcomea that consiat o[ atringa of one-shot pure equilibria, only two are consistent with

the Forward Induction bgic: The firma alternate in being in the market. Ilence, there seems a

tendency to tair shuing. !n sdditioa to theae ahariag equilibria, there slao exiat many inefficient

equilibris in which both firms randomiu in the firat period. Such equilibria are also consistent

with Forward Inductioa since deviations uaaot be detected, hence, there wn be no signaling.

For [urther resulta on Forward lnduction ia repeated gamea the reader is referred to OSDORNE

(198T) and PONSSARD (1989). Let ua mention that aot much is kaown yet. For example, denote

by P(n) the set of average payolf vectors associated with etable equilibria oi the n timea repetition

of the game from Fig. 3. One would like to know lim„ P(n), but oae does not know it. (Is it the

line segment from (0,0) to (~~1, r~~)?)

5 Commitment and Entry Deterrence

In the basic game from Fig. 1 there is a first mover sdvantage: Firm [ geta the market. The

situation would be different i[ firm II could make credible lhe threat to go IN irrespective of what

1 does. If Il could commit itsel[ in advaace, i.e. i[ ll could make the choice of OUT after the

IN of player I infeasible or highly unattractive, then lhe threat would be credible. }Ience, when

possible, it ia attractive (or 1[ to commit itaelf in advance. Of course, it is also neceasary that

1 knows that Il is committed. In turo it is important that II attachea positive probability to

l knowing that II is co~nmitted. The commitment o[ 1I being common knowledge is definitely

su(Ticient for commitmenl being optimal. In thia section we first make the above stalements

more precise. Thereafter, we show that, in a repeated conlext, it ie su(Ïicient that I attachea an

arbitrarily small, but positive probabilily to II being committed. The latter part of the section is

based on KREPS AND WILSON (1982a).

Let us first conaider the situation where Ihe commitment of 11 ia common knowledge. The game

of Fig. 1 is modified such that firat lI chooses to commit (-C), i.e. to delete his choices OUT in

Fig. 1, or not (-N) and that I ia informed of II's choice. 1[ II chooses N, the game from Fig. 1
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ia played, if C is choxn they play the game in which OUT is not available for II. IL ia wily ecen

Lhat the unique subgame perfect equilibrium preacribes that il should commit and that 1 should

stay OUT, hence, II uptures the market. The ailuation is di(ferent if I is not informed whethcr

11 has choxn C or N(and if II knows that I ia not informed). Replacing aubgames by thcir

unique equilibria, this aituation may be reduced to a simultaneous move game where I chooses be-

twcen IN and OUT and ll choosea betwcen commitment or not. The bimatrix ia given in Figure 4.

IN
OUT

1,0

Figure 4

N

-a, -a

0,1 0,1

(OUT, C) and (IN, N) are equilibria of this game, but only the Iatter aurvives elimination of

dominated atrategies. Therefore, when iI knows that I does not know whether II ia committed,

it is optimal not to commit snd I uptures the market. [.et us finally in this static wntext an-

alyu what happens when II doea not know what 1 knowa: iI thinka that with probability p I is

informed about hia choice between C or N and that with probability 1- p I is not informed. If

I indced ia iniormed or uninformed and if p ia common knowledge, we have a well-defined game

with incomplete information. I(p ~ 0, there exiats a(stable) equilibrium in which II commita and

captures the market, and if p ~ a~(1 f a) thia ia the only equilibrium. if p G a~(1 f a), however,

there also exista an equilibrium where II does not commit and I goes IN, as well as an equilibrium

whcre both I and II randomiu.

The above makm clear that, even in thia aimple context, the outwme crucially dependa on the

playen' knowledge. We will return to thia issue in Section 6.

Next, let us turn to repetitions o[ the game of Fig. 1. Aasume thst there are N markets in

which firm 11 contemplates entering. Unfortunately, in each market there ia a competitor (firm 1"

in market n) who has the oplion to enter Rrat. Io each market the game from Fig. 1 is played. We
assume lhe game starts in market N, then moves to N- 1 etc., unti) market 1, and that, wheo

playing the game in market n, the plsyers II and I" are fully informed about what happened in

any market k with n G k c N. In order to simplify the derivation below somewhat we will assume

that 1" ;E I4 i[ n~ k( i.e. dilferent competiton in different mukets) ao that only 11 ia a"long-run"

player, but qualitatively the analysis would also go through with two long run playera. In the

game just described, there is a unique subgsme perkct equilibrium: Firm I~ entera in market n
(for any n) and II etays out everywhere. To some extrnt, this result ia wunterintuitive aa one

might have expected that If will invest to require a reputation for toughneas. Specifiully, firms
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[„ with n large may feu that if they enler, II will choose IN as well in order to convince firma It

(k G n, k not too amall) that they bettu stay out; and as a consequence firms I. (n luge) would

prefer to atay out. Hence, one might have expected that II uptures at leaet the initial mazketa.

The (act that tormal game theoretic reasoning does not wpture the intuition in this case ia known

as the chaiu store paradox (SELTEN (19T3)).

ln the remainder o[ this section we show that the equilibrium may be completely diHerent (and

may be more in accordance with the inluition) if the firtru I jwt aasign a amall, but poaitive

probability to the evwt that 11 may be committed to IN. Specifically, we sssume that each firm

I„ believea that there ia a probabiGty c that II is an automston that is programmed to play

always IN in the game of Fig. 1. The heuristic ugument for why the outcome is difierent is that

now reputation argumenta can come into play. The ugument rune as followa: Firm I„ should

choose IN i[ the probability that 11 choosea IN as well is suf6ciently amall, otherwise it ahould stay

out. Clearly, the probability that II chooses IN in market n is not zero: Il may be committed.

Ilowever, 1„ should consider the probability that 11 choosea 1N to be luger than the probability

that II is committed. Na~nely, i! player II would choose OUT a(ter IN, II would reveal itself

as not being the automaton, hence !I would receive zero for the reat of the game. (Whea it

becomes common knowledge that ll is not wmmitted, playera continue with the subgame per[ect

eyuilibrium described above.) However, if 11 choosea IN a[ter OUT, the firms Ik with k G n

may revise upward their beliet that II is committed and they may conclude that it is better to

stay out. Hence, if n large, firm 1„ realizea that H has such a strong deaire to pretend lo be an

automaton, that, there(ore, the probability of fought entry ia so large that it is better to stay out.

Consequently, 1[ will indced capture the initial markets.

Tl~e formal analysis proceeds by backwards induction. (See KREPS AND WILSON (1982a)

or VAN DAMME (1987, Ch. 10) for more details.) Since, in equilibrium, the payoffs to player 1[

cannot be negative (II can guarantee zero by consistently choosing OUT) it tollows that 11 chooses

IN when !„ chooses OUT. (If 11 would choose OUT as well ils payoff would be zero, by choosing IN

lhe payo(f is at least 1.) Hence, we will conceatrate on what happena when [„ chooses IN. Let p,

be the probability that I„ attaches to the event that 1l ia an sutomatoa, let e„ be the probability

that the noncommitted firm lI choosea IN after the IN o[ firm l,„ and let j be lhe probability

I„ assigns lo entry being fought, j - p„ t(1 - p.)e.. Finally, let v„ be the overall equilibrium

payo(f of tlie noncommitted firm II summed over the markets 1,...,n if beliefa in market n ue

p,,. (We will show that these payoffs are almost always unique.) We assume 0 G a G l.

Since player 1„ ia "short run', his decision is easy: Choose 1N if the resulting expected payol[

is largcr thao zero, hence
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IN if J. G 1~(1 ~ a),OUT it J„ ~ 1~(1 t a) (S.1)

Now wnsider market n- 1. Obviously er - 0, hence, jr - pr. Therefore

1 it p~ ~ 1~(1 -F a)

v~ - E(0,1) if p~ - 1~(1 f a)

0 if p~ G 1~(1 t a)

Next, consider market n- 2, assume that p~ ~ 1~(1 f a) and that 1~ chooaes IN. If lI responds

with IN as well, Dayesian updating forces I~ to put p~ - p~, hence, to atay OUT. Consequently, IN

yields 11 a payoB 1- a~ 0, so that IN ia optimal. Next, assume pz ~ 1~(1 f a) and I~ chooses IN.

Dayesian updating now leads to the concluaion that, if II reaponds with IN, ita payoff is -2a G 0,

hence, IN cannot be optimal. On the other hand, in equilibrium, we cannot óave that II chooses

OUT, since in this case, fought entry would aignal that 11 is committed, hence, it would lead to

I~ staying OUT, but then 11 would rather prelend to be committed. We see that, in equilibrium,

II must randomiu if Iz chooses IN and pr G I(1 t a). Such randomization ia optimal only if II is

indilferent, and given that revealing to be not committed yields zcro, we eoe tl~at we must have

-a f v~(pr) - 0. Ilence, ( 5.2) yiclds p~ - I~(1 f a). Now, by Bayes' rule

Pr
P~ - Pi i- ( 1 - P~)~~

so that

ea - 1 a~ if pz G l~(1 t a) (5.4)
P~

and, therefore

I: -~(1 f a) it pr ~ 1~(1 f a) (5-5)

Substituting the latter equality into (5.1) yielda that li should stay OUT if p~ C 1~(1 t a)~, and
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v~ can now be computed. The induction can be continued, and one finds that I" ahould stay OUT

if p„ G 1~(1 t a)". If N is large enough, then piv - c G 1~(1 t a)N and I~v atays out. Then N- 1

doea not have new information, óence pN-t - pN and also it stays out. We see that at least the

initial competitors stay oul. In puticular, tor fixed t ~ 0, u N -~ oo almost all competitors stay

out: A litlle bit of uncettainty may make a lot of differeace. (For more general rnults on long rua

players that are committed with small probability, aee FUDENBERG AND LEVINE ( 1989).)

One may also imagine the situation in whicó tbe firms I„ know that II is not committed bul

in whicó they do not exsctly know the profit function of 11: Perhaps the market ia even profitable

as a duopoly for firm II. Call firm II strong in the latter case and weak if payo(ír ue as in Fig. 1.

Assume firms 1" asaign ez ante probability t to II being stiong. Intuitively this situation is very

much like the one analyud above: The strong type o[ firm ll will always go IN and the weak type

will pretend to be atrong, at least initially. Hence, one expects the same outcome. This intuition is

indeed confirmed by formal game theoretic analysie, but, what is perhaps a bit surprising at firat,

ia lhat one needs a refinement of sequential equilibrium ( i.e. a Forwud lnduction argument, or

(formally) INWBR) to obtain this conclusion. If one doea not use Forward Induction, one canaot

eliminate counterintuitive equilibria in which I„ goes IN and lI stays OUT irrespective of its type.

For example, if p~ is large enougó (but p~ ~ 1) it is possible that I~ goea IN and that II atays

OUT of market 2. The reason that lI doea not go in is that Ir would (fooliahly) interpret aucó

fought entry as a signal that !I is weak. INWBR forces I, to draw the proper conclusion that II

is strong in auch case, hence, it af(ords the strong type a profitable deviation, and eliminates such

equilibria. ( An interesting open question ia to what extent the results of FUDENBERG AND

LEVINE ( 1989) can be extended to gamea where the ahort run players are uncertain about the

motives ( payotfa) of the long run player.)

6 Conclusion

In this paper l havc tricd lo make two related pointa:

(i) ln many games that arise naturally there exists a multiplicity of equilibria. To co~ne up

with definite predictions, game theorists have had to refine their equilibrium concepts. In

interesting classes of games, the multiplicity ie caused by the existence o[ what, under

closer examinatioa, turn out to be incredible threats, either in actions or in beliefs. Several

coacepts that aim to exclude equilibria sustained by sucó incredible threata wece illustrated

and examples were given where even the most refined wncepts do not give'what we want',

implying that either intuition is wrong or that the theory is incomplete.
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(ii) Seemingly minor changes in the rules o( the game nuy have drastic conaequences oo the

outcome. We have played around with several variations o[ the basic market entry game

from Section 2 and along the way we have encountered many di(ferent solutions. Hence,

game theorctic predictions do not seem very robust. Closcr examination, óowever, may

reveal that the variations in the game were not minor ona at all, and that game theoretic

analysis has given us the insight why such changes are essential. ( Up lo now, we do not yet

have a satisfactory topology on games.) What should have become clear, óowever, is that

mqdeling the knowledge o[ players ia a delicate issue. This should be a point of concern [or

game theorists, especially since any game theoretic analyais assumes thal the game itsel( ia

commc~r. knowledge. ( For a nice illusttation of the importance of common knowledge eee

RUBINSTEIN ( 1989).)

The issues raised above actually cast some doubt on the relevance o[ the refinements program.

Namely, Forward Induction requires that one kwks for consistent explanations of observed devi-

ations within the given game. Since the model ia aarrowly defined it may indeed be possible to

come up with a unique `sensible' explanation of why a player deviated. I(, however, one would

allow (or richer models~ one probably would find many more consislent explanationa, hence, For-

ward Induction may loose its power. One could actually have some kind o[ Uncertainty Principle:

Within a given model, there exists a unique 'plausibk' outwme, but over the class of plauaible

models, this outcome varies wnsiderably. By tracing the class o[ `plausible' modela, one may trace

out lhe xt o( all Nash equilibria o[ the original game; it one doea not (or cannot) fix the game,

refinement is futile. (A related point is msde in FUDENBERG, KREPS AND LEVINE (1988),

in my vicw, however, their topology on games is too coarse.)
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